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Convertible Relay Replacement System for 61-66 Thunderbirds 

 An electronic Relay Replacement System is now available for the 1961 to 1966 Thunderbird convertibles.  The system fits in 
the center of the rear deck, taking the place of all of the original troublesome mechanical relays and plugs.  This system comes with 
easy to follow step by step installation instructions, and takes about three hours to install.  Only a general knowledge of wiring and 
repair is required.  The addition of this system will give you a reliable, trouble free top operation system, providing your limit 
switches are in good operation and set to factory specifications.   

System Features: 

1. Eight identical sealed electronic relays with manual over-ride buttons on the top of each relay. 
2. Contains two heavy duty solenoids, mounted on the main assembly, which operate the pump. 
3. Includes a more positive ground system with fasteners. 
4. An optional emergency deck unlock switch for mounting in the glove box. 
5. Clearly marked color code wire placements on the terminal block, relative to the vehicle year. 
6. One year warranty 

Additional Information: 

1. Additional relays cost approximately $20.00 U.S. each 
2. Features hard wiring to a terminal connector, and pre wiring to each relay, eliminating the need for the original plugs. 
3. Relays activate two solenoids which in turn activate the convertible pump.  This allows the solenoid relays to pass the full 

current to the pump for the best possible performance.  
4. Manual over-ride buttons are located on the top of each relay allowing operation any single top function of the top 

system, one cycle at a time, i.e. deck, top or tray from the trunk of your vehicle.  This is a life saver if you have a limit 
switch failure allowing for a quick easy override.  

5. The terminal connector design eliminates problems that are due to warn or corroded faulty plug connectors and/or 
corroded relays 

6. Technical assistance is available from Thunderbird Ranch during all normal business hours. Thunderbird Ranch 
7158 Highway B, Pittsville, Wisconsin 54466,  715-884-6546 from 9 to 8 central time (please) 
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Original 64-66 Thunderbird rear deck photo below.  Note the twin banks of 4 relays located on either side 

of the Top Hydraulic Pump System.   The relays and the troublesome plugs connecting them to the electrical 

system are replaced with the Relay Replacement System which will be located forward the hydraulic pump in the 

center of the deck.   (Deck open, Top Down position shown allows for lots of work space)
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 Initial steps of the Relay Replacement Installation are to remove the two relay banks, remove the plugs and 

strip the wire insulation back to expose the wires and their color codes.  (Left Picture above)  Following that, the 

new encapsulated relays and the terminal connector assembly is mounted to the deck in front of the hydraulic 

pump.  New more positive grounds are connected followed by the pump connection.   If you have some help 

when you do the installation it is a good plan to have one person selecting the wires, checking the information 

sheet and handing them to the installer to fasten into the terminal block.  
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 The terminal connector, mounted on a rigid stainless steel base, is labeled with the colors of each of the 

wires that will attach at each station.  A set screw is used to securely fasten down against the stripped wire end.   

This solid connection design allows for maximum current transfer. 
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The finished installation is very straight forward and the process is well explained in the supplied 

instructions.   It is a good idea to study the color codes and the events they control as explained on the following 

pages. 

 

 These graphic representations of the locations of each relay is valuble to keep in your car.  If for example 

the deck lid can only be opened with the unlock override, you can reach your hand under the deck lid and trigger 
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the Deck Open Relay if you know where it is.  This chart will help you locate the relay by feel and trigger the 

button on the top of the relay to open the deck lid.  Conversly if you are at a car show and cannot close the deck 

lid you can easly determine the deck close relay and close it manually to get you Thunderbird home.   

1964 Thunderbird Top                  Control                                           Voltage Out                                  # of Wires     

Upper Back Panel Erect                Blue-Black Stripe                       Blue-White-Stripe     2 

Upper Back Panel Retract  Red-White Stripe                       White-Blue-Stripe                2 

Deck Unlock                                Orange – Brown Stripe             Red-Yellow Stripe    2 

Deck Lock                         Violet                                           Yellow-Red Stripe    2 

Top Up                                         Green                       White-Red Stripe/Solenoids  3 

                                                                           Red to Pump      

Top Down                                   Yellow-White Stripe                 White to Solenoids    3 

                                                        Yellow Pump      

Deck Open                                 Yellow-Violet Stripe               Red to pump motor    3 

                                                                             Blue to deck solenoid 

Deck Close                            Black-Green Stripe                 Blue to deck solenoid   3 

                                                              Yellow to pump      
                                                                                                                                                                20 
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Being familiar with these colors and the number of wires for each event will help to assure that the wires 

are connected to the correct location in the terminal connector.   
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     This is a view of the nearly 

invisible final installation 

covered by the trunk liner 

flap 


